Seminar/Training/Workshop organized by institute

- **Science Project exhibition:**
Department of Science of K.K. Wagh Women’s Polytechnic organized **Science Project exhibition** on 28 February which is observed as National Science Day. The exhibition was arranged to inculcate Scientific Temper in Students and to provide platform to display their innovative and divergent thinking. Principal Prof. Mrs. V. R. Khapli inaugurated the exhibition and observed all projects with keen interest. Moreover, she had a talk with students and inspired them to make their working models more effective and useful to the society. Prof. Zade, Principal of K.K. Wagh Polytechnic, Chandori, and all HODs from Women’s Polytechnic were present at the inaugural function. The Exhibition received a good response from the students of First, Second and Third Year. About 60 working models were put in the exhibition in the Library and Drawing Hall. It was a very informative event for all students. Dr. Arundhati Deshmukh worked as the judge for the exhibition. The rankers of the event are 1) Vaishnavi Khot from FYCM (First), 2) Akanksha Jadhav, Karuna Kale & Snehal Gadekar from FYEJ (Second), Vedashree Mule & Komal Bedarkar from FYCM (Third).

- **Green Day Celebration**
Department of Science of K.K. Wagh Women’s Polytechnic observed Green Day on 28 February 2015 to create awareness among students regarding the environment. A poster competition on the theme of ‘Save Environment’ was held in the Drawing hall. Principal Prof. Mrs. V. R. Khapli planted a sapling and visited poster exhibition in the drawing hall. Students, especially from Second year participated in the poster competition in large number. Posters ranging from different aspects of environment to the deforested and uninhabitable planet were displayed. The first prize for poster was given to Ms. Ankita Bhutada and Zarna Chudasama (SYEJ). The second prize was given to Ms. Kalyani Khairnar (SYET) and the third prize was given to Pooja Vora and group (SYCM). There were total 43 participants who took part in this competition.
“SPARK IT 2015”

A state level technical symposium was organized by the Information Technology Department in coordination with the departments of Computer Technology, Electronics and Telecommunication and Electronics and Communication departments on 21st February 2015. It comprised of events of ‘Paper Presentation’, ‘Project Competition’, ‘Aptitude Test’ and ‘Treasure Hunt’. The event was inaugurated by Mr. Rudresh Kangane (CEO, Eastro Control Systems Pvt. Ltd) was the chief guest for the inauguration function. He addressed the students regarding the importance of such competitive symposiums.

Mr. Anand Gharpure (Director, Sonic MultiTech Pvt. Ltd, Nasik) was the Chief guest for the Valedictory Function. Prof. P.T. Kadve (Principal, K.K. Wagh Polytechnic) also graced the valedictory function. He motivated the students and appreciated their efforts for participating in the competitions. The prize distribution ceremony was then conducted. For the Electronics Group, First Prize for Paper Presentation was awarded to Mr. Ninad Deshpande and Mr. Aqueeb Patel from Sandip Polytechnic, Nashik on the topic “Nanotechnology” and second prize was awarded to Ms. Rashmi Heda and Ms. Madhuri Tajanpure from K.K. Wagh Women’s Polytechnic, Nashik on the topic “X-Ray pulse based satellite navigation. In the Project competition, First Prize was awarded to Mr. Suryavanshi Shubham and Mr. Mali Rahul from K.K. Wagh Polytechnic for the project “Electricity Generation Using Sand”. Second Prize was awarded to Ms. Aishwarya Shelke, Ms. Shraddha Kadam, Ms. Tushar Ghotekar and Mr. Eknath Wakhare from K.K. Wagh Polytechnic, Nashik for the project “Smart T-Shirt”. In the Computer Group, for the Project presentation, Ms. Pranjali Kshirsagar and Ms. Preema Deokar from KBP Polytechnic, Kopargaon received the First Prize for paper titled “Opinion Mining”. Ms. Devyani Anerao and Ms. Shreyang Jangam from K.K. Wagh Women’s Polytechnic, Nashik received Second Prize for the paper titled “Pen style Personal network”. For the Project Competition, Ms. Shruti Dusane, Ms. Vishakha Khale and Ms. Pooja Gite from K.K. Wagh Polytechnic, received First Prize for the Project “Visual Cryptography”. Ms. Kanchan Avhad, Ms. Priyanka Deodhe and Ms. Priyanka Aher from N.I.T. Polytechnic, Nasik received the Second Prize for the Project on “Visual Cryptography”. Ms. Nikam Sampat Popat from K.B.P. Polytechnic, Kopargaon was the Winner for Aptitude Test. Mr. Manmistsingh Bagga and group from Guru Gobind Singh Polytechnic, Nasik were the Winners for “Treasure Hunt” and Ms. Jadhav Dhanashree from K.B.P. Polytechnic, Kopargaon and group were the runner up for the “Treasure Event”.

Principal Prof. Mrs. V.R. Khapli was the Convener for the event while Mr. V.S. Tarle (HOD-EJ), Mr. H.M. Gaikwad (HOD-CM), Mrs. N.S. Gite (HOD-IF) and Mrs. M.T. Surywanshi (HOD-ET) were the co-conveners. For the Computer Group, Ms. M.D. Patil and Mrs. N.E. Baviskar were the coordinators for paper presentation event and Mrs. D.D. Pawar and Mr. A.D. Talole were the coordinators for project competition. While for the Electronics Group, Mr. M.R. Ratnaparkhi and Mr. B.N. Gajare were the coordinators for paper presentation event and Mrs. D.K. Gawande and Mrs. M.K. Boraste were the coordinators for project competition.
Prize Distribution of “SPARK-IT 2015”

- One day workshop on “Linux”
- Student Achievements

Around 60 students of the department participated in various competitions like Paper Presentation, Project competition, Blind Coding competition, C Programming, Quiz and Sports events. Ms. Gole Janhavi (Student, First Year Information Technology) received the second prize in “KEPTECH FEST” Group Discussion Competition held at Kapildhara Polytechnic, Igatpuri. Ms. Patil Purva (Student, Second Year Information Technology) and Ms. Shirude Pratiksha (Student, Second Year Information Technology) were the winners for Carrom event held at IEDSSA, Loni. Ms. Kalyani Raut (Student, Third Year Information Technology) won the second prize of Rs.1500/- in J-Coder 2015 (District Level Java Coding Competition) held at K.K.Wagh Women’s Polytechnic.

- Seminar on “Empowering through Certification”

An expert lecture on “Empowering through certification” was organized by the department of Computer Technology in association with Electronic and Telecommunication Engineering Department of Electronics and Telecommunication Engineering had organized an expert lecture on “Youth happiness” for third year and second year students on 20/2/2015. Mr. Ajikya Jadhav Mr. Vikrant Netake and Mr. Pranav Rajput were the experts for this seminar. Experts are working for NGO as yoga teacher. They started the seminar with importance of yoga and meditation for our happiness. They explained the students how to manage their stress and emotions in a healthy way. In this way the students learn to reduce stress and manage emotions and they gain the ability to focus and perform well academically at college, as well as they gain the ability to build for second year students on 11/2/2015. Mr. Rajiv Kabra was the speaker for this seminar. He proceeded the seminar with importance of various certification courses and scope of this courses in industry. He gave the information regarding how and which courses are necessary for diploma students for their career point of view. In this way the seminar is very effective for diploma students.

- Seminar on “Youth happiness”
more positive relationships with their friends, Parents and teachers.

- **Parent Teacher Meet:**

  All Departments had organized parent teacher meet on 7/2/2015. Parent teacher meet started with the all departmental activities and progress of the all departments. Some parents asked queries regarding scholarship facilities, bus facilities. Parents visited the department and interacted with subject teachers to know progress of their wards.

- **Guest Lecture delivered by the Staff on “Technical Paper Writing and Presentation”**

  Ms. M.D. Patil (Lecturer, Information Technology Department) was invited to deliver an expert talk on the topic “Technical Paper Writing and Presentation” at NDMVP’s R.S.M. Polytechnic, Nashik on 28th February 2015. She delivered the contents on how to choose the topic for technical paper, the various resources from where the content can be gathered, how to organize the material and write the paper, how to prepare and deliver the presentation and how to publish the paper. The students of second year and final year of the Information Technology department attended the session.

- **Expert talk on “Servlets and JSP”**

  An expert talk was conducted on the topic “Servlets and JSP” on 27th February 2015 from 2:30 to 3:30 for the Third Year Students in the Multimedia Lab. The speaker for the seminar was Mr.Ashish Tiwari (Director, Astiwz Technologies, Nasik). He explained the concept of servlet, the lifecycle of servlet and JSP, the concept about threads, sessions and request dispatching. He also introduced the concept of Tag libraries and filters. He then introduced the use of tools like net beans and eclipse for the IDE of dynamic website designing. Some demos were shown to clear out the concepts. Students gained an insight of dynamic website development and gathered knowledge of server side scripting.
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